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“Πόλεμος πάντων μὲν πατήρ ἐστι, πάντων δὲ βασιλεύς, καὶ
τοὺς μὲν θεοὺς ἔδειξε τοὺς δὲ ανθρώπους, τοὺς μὲν
δούλους ἐποίησε ,τοὺς δὲ ἐλευθέρους.” ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΤΟΣ





From the ancient times the engineering profession was related with
the art of War. We could even say that it was born with it.
The origin of the word «ingenieur» (engineer) explains what he was
going to become. The medieval “engignour, il ingeniator” was mainly
the manufacturer of war and siege machines.(engins).

Engineer –machine- machination






The engineer of the renaissance era combines the three meanings
of the latin word “ingenium”. To built machines he had to use his
inventive mind (he was πολυμήχανος), he was clever he was
skillful, he could “fabricate” things.
But we have to pay attention to the last meaning of the word
“engin”. Machination. There had always been a sense of complot
or treason to that. The engineer had the knowledge that could by
used to solve problems , but also to cheat and harm other people.
Ancient mythology connects the idea of machination to the idea
of technique and of machinery. Lets remember the gods of fire
Ifestos or Athena and finally Odysseus.

Fortification and construction science




Professional
involvement
of
engineers with the art of
fortification was the first topic from
which the study of strength of
materials began. The attempt to find
the earth pressure and the
dimensioning of the walls.
During the period that the canon
guns changed the fortification
system introducing the bastion type,
the professional titles of architect
and engineer are both used without
any distinction, for urban and
military works.

The evolution of metallurgy and gun powder and the use of canons
changes completely the rules of fortification. From the middle of
1400 we come to the ala Moderna bastion type.






The thin and high walls of the Medieval period which could
resist the high parabolic trajectory of catapults, were proved
quite insufficient to resist the power and straight shooting of
canons.
Walls had to become shorter and thicker, had to be supported by
eathfilling and had to have a polygonal shape design so that they
could not be shot in vertical line
Main feature of the new fortifications was the bastion, that is a
projection of the walls that helped to protect the main body of
the fortress allowing the defending army to shoot with his
canons towards various directions .

The engineers of the Rennaissance


Francesco di Giorgio
Martini is the more
characteristic person in
the transition period. At
the same time, he can be
a very good painter and
artist,
engineer
and
architect and, an expert
on
military
and
fortification maters.

Trattati di architettura ingegneria e arte militare
an attempt to combine the old towers to the new polygonal shape of walls

Leonardo presented himself as military engineer
Leonardo da Vinci sought a job at
the court of Ludovico Sforza,
the then de facto ruler of Milan.
Fully aware that Sforza was
looking to employ military
engineers, Leonardo drafted an
application letter that put his
seemingly endless engineering
talents front and centre, by way
of a 10-point list of his abilities;
interestingly, his artistic genius
is merely hinted at towards the
very end.

Leonardo’s letter to Sforza
1.

I have plans for very light, strong and easily portable
bridges with which to pursue and, on some occasions, flee
the enemy, and others, sturdy and indestructible either by
fire or in battle, easy and convenient to lift and place in
position. Also means of burning and destroying those of
the enemy.
2.

4. I have also types of cannon, most convenient and
easily portable, with which to hurl small stones
almost like a hail-storm; and the smoke from the
cannon will instil a great fear in the enemy on
account of the grave damage and confusion.
3.

8. Where the use of cannon is impracticable, I will
assemble catapults, mangonels, trebuckets and other
instruments of wonderful efficiency not in general
use. In short, as the variety of circumstances dictate,
I will make an infinite number of items for attack
and defense.

IN THE END,HE SPEAKS ABOUT HIS ART
10. In time of peace I believe I can give as complete
satisfaction as any other in the field of architecture,
and the construction of both public and private
buildings, and in conducting water from one place to
another.
Also I can execute sculpture in marble, bronze and
clay.
Likewise in painting, I can do everything possible as
well as any other, whosoever he may be.
Moreover, work could be undertaken on the bronze
horse which will be to the immortal glory and eternal
honour of the auspicious memory of His Lordship
your father, and of the illustrious house of Sforza.

After the universal engineer and artist we come to
a professional body of military engineers






After
the
engineer
artist,
engineering profession comes to
the specialized military engineers
who
are
occupied
with
fortifications, buildings, canals,
marine etc.
The
differentiation
between
engineer and artist occurred many
decades before the differentiation
between architect and engineer.
The use of both terms, engineer
and architect, for the same
professional person will continue
for one more century. So we have
military and hydraulic architecture
etc..







So we come to body of military
engineers and architects who are part
of the administration and have to
deal with all public works roads
canals buildings and fortifications.
Most famous among these engineers
were Michele Sanmichelli , Giulio
Savorgnan and Pallavicini for the
Serenisima republica di Adria. They
have designed most of the
fortifications we see in the
Mediterranean area.
In France, the most eminent figure
was Vauban.

Two eminent engineers in the military service of
Venice , Sanmicheli και Savorgnan

Giulio Savorgnan The walls of Nicosia

Fortifications and the military art (artillery) became a very
popular subject of scientific literature and mathematical
treatises




Considerable progress and diffusion
of the construction science is due to
the education given by the military
schools that were founded in
France, at the beginning of the 18th
century.
In these schools, first class
mathematicians
worked
upon
ballistic problems and the art of
fortifications was developed by
numerous
engineers
and
mathematicians.

Many books appeared concerning the art of war
and the new weapons and tactics

Fortifications are frequently treated like problems
of geometry

NOMENCLATURE

1. Fianco del bastione
2. Cortina
3. Gola del bastione
4. Faccia del bastione
5. Linee di difesa
6. Capitale del bastione
7. Spalto
8. Strada coperta
9. Controscarpa
10. Fossato
11. Gora o cunetta
12. Scarpa
13. Cammino di ronda
14. Muro esterno
15. Parapetto
16. Banchetta
17. Camminata
18. Muro interno

19. Spalto
20. Tanaglia
21. Mezzaluna
22. Opera a corno
23. Fossato
24. Bastione
25. Rivellino
26. Bastione
27. Doppia tanaglia
28. Piazzole
29. Strada coperta
30. Controguardia
31. Cortina
32. Tanaglia
33. Doppia tanaglia
34. Opera a Corona
35. Rivestimento
esterno

Empirical rules of wall dimensioning are developed in the
various fortification treatises

The structure of buttresses revealed in the bastion of
Chania

Vauban



The most eminent figure
of military engineering of
the 17th century, is without
doubt,
Sebastien
de
Vauban. Born in 1633,
after taking lessons on
elementary mathematics,
he joins at a very young
age the military service,
were he has a brilliant
career. In 1655, he is
entitled ingenieur du roi
and in 1703 he becomes
Marshal of France .

Basic concern of French engineers was the reliable estimation of the
work’s budget (Le Devis ). Economy on the quantities of
earthworks was essential for the successful design of fortifications.




Vauban had built himself a lot
of fortresses and participated in
every considerable battle of his
time. So he was a man of action.
In the same time, he contributed
through his writings to the art of
fortification. He had done o lot
of research on ballistics and
earth pressure. For this work, he
became an honorary member of
the Academy of Sciences.

Belidor can be considered a milestone

He wrote the first engineering handbook trying to apply scientific
principles. His treatise is still a military engineering book.




Belidor will print, in 1729, a treatise
that will know great success among
practicing engineers and will
continue to be published, until
1830. The last edition, had added
notes by Navier
It is about the science of engineers
(La science des Ingenieurs). For
more than one century, this book
using for the first time the phrase
science of engineers will be the
most popular guide to the practicing
engineer
containing
all
the
knowledge of his time

Which is the program of the Science des ingenieurs?














Science for Engineers is divided into 6 books.
The first deals with “the principles of mechanics applied to the dimensioning
of the walls of fortresses so that they can stand the earth pressure”
The second “ Arch mechanics , arch thrust , and determination of proper
dimensions of the pillars”.
The third “ About construction materials, their properties and the right way
of using them”.
The fourth deals with “ The construction of military and civic buildings”
The fifth deals with “ decoration of buildings , explanation of terminology of
architectural orders”
Finally, the sixth deals “ Method of calculating and designing fortifications
and industrial buildings”
Lets comment

The first deals with “the principles of mechanics applied to the
dimensioning of the walls of fortresses so that they can stand the
earth pressure”



He reminds
the principles
of forces
synthesis and
equilibrium

He gives a method of calculating the earth pressure on walls.



He considers that
the pressure is the
weight
of
the
shadowed triangle
with an angle of 45o
multiplied by an
arbitrary coefficient
0,50

He deals with the design and calculation of counter walls . He tries to make a
cost optimization by minimizing the volume of the stone masonry.

He gives examples of underground protected spaces for
fortifications

He gives types of foundations

He gives building types for fortified places

Belidor, gives knowledge for engineers and not
for scientists






From a scientific point of view, Belidor’s contribution is not so important .
But the fact that, from the title of his book, he states that it is about
engineering science, that is a milestone in our professional evolution. It is
the first time that we have an attempt to incorporate scientific knowledge
on engineering every day practice. Until then, engineers and scientists were
two almost parallel systems .
The mathematic approach of engineering problems, the great number of
analytical formulas and computation tables, takes us to the new era of the
gradual replacement of the rules of Art by the rules of science, although his
science was not very update.
That is exactly the value of Belidor’s book. He gives us the construction
practice and engineering knowledge before the industrial revolution.

Belidor
Dimensioning of arches and experiments on the strength
of wooden beams

Belidor
Architectural orders

Belidor
wooden bridge for trench and industrial building for
cannon casting

The first scientific approach
Charles Augustin Coulomb




The contribution to the scientific
approach of construction problems
of Charles Augustin Coulomb was
of great importance. This global
scientist begun his career as a
military engineer. Due to his
profession he had to give his
attention to the problems of every
day engineering practice.
No other scientist of 18th century
has contributed so much to the
mechanics of elastic bodies .

Coulomb puts the cornerstone of scientific approach to a
series of mechanical problems


His contribution is mainly in a
paper with title «Sur une application
des règles de maximis et minimis a
quelques problèmes de statique
relatifs a l’ architecture » that he
presented in 1773 to the French
Academy of Sciences. In this paper
he examines problems of strength
of materials, bending of beams,
earth pressure introducing the
notions of angle of friction and
cohesion, and torsion oscillations.
.

With Belidor and Coulomb we come to the modern era
of construction science










Belidor’s formulas were not the last scientific work of his time but he
introduced a mathematical approach instead , the traditional way which
was based on empiric knowledge.
Coulomb will put the mechanical problems and the dimensioning of
structures out of pure geometrical rules introducing the properties of
strength of materials.
This approach will come to its perfection in 1820-1830 with the elastic
theory evolved by Navier, Cauchy, Lame, Poncelet, Clapeyron ..etc.
We come to the basic method that engineers will base their calculations for
more than 100 years , dealing through purely mathematical tools with
somehow idealized materials.
It is a rather very recent fact that we understood that real structures do not
behave like our ideal models.

TWO PARALEL ROADS OF EVOLUTION FOR CIVIL ENGINEERS
1. THE ACADEMIC WAY










Engineering studies began in France. In 1756, Ecole des ponts et chausses is
founded and organizes the education of engineers on drawings, in site
education, contests and teaching each other.
This school with the numerous eminent engineering professors has created for
the first time, a professional team of “civil engineers” that had self conscience,
and deontology quite different from the architects of that time.
These civil engineers are educated mainly to be incorporated in the state
administration.
In 1748, the military school «Ecole royale du genie de Mezieres» is founded
which in 1795, after the French Revolution, will be transformed in the famous
«Ecole Polytechnique».
In the middle of the 18th century, the technical avant guard, from scientific
point of view, will be in this school ( Lagrange, Cauchy) and there will be some
kind of professional competition between the Polytechnics and the graduates
of Ponts et Chausses.

TWO PARALEL ROADS OF EVOLUTION FOR CIVIL ENGINEERS
2. THE APPRENTISHIP WAY OF PRAXIS




Engineering studies in England were very retarded in contradiction to the engineering
praxis. England had the uncontestable championship of achievements in the beginning
of the modern era, the industrial revolution. So it is not strange that the apprentice
system the in site teacher and pupil transmition of knowledge and the reputation of
experience is so alive in the Anglo-Saxon system. The University College of London
just in 1826 has added a class of “mechanical philosophy” in its classic studies and
some years after, it was followed by King’s College of London and Glasgow
University. So, there was no official program of engineering studies in England, when
the industrial revolution had practically given most of its great achievements and Ecole
des Ponts et Chausses had already accomplished 60 years of function.
So, the only way for a young man to become an engineer was to learn from an
experienced professional by following in his office every day work and practice, until
the “master” would be satisfied by the achievements of his pupil and would testify that
he could act as an independent engineer. Besides this fact, the absence in the early
evolution of the profession of any legal regulation by the state, led to a system of self
regulation which remains very characteristic.

John Smeaton was the first independent engineer
to call himself a “civil engineer”




When in 1768, John Smeaton called himself a
civil engineer he did something more than to
differentiate himself and his colleagues from
the military engineers. He gave identity to a
new profession, that of “civil engineer”
Smeaton had started his career as an
instrument maker and had been educated by
craftsmen like the watermill builders and the
stone masons. Besides the various engineering
projects like the famous Edystone lighthouse
he had also scientific interests and he had
presented in the Royal Society a paper based
on his experiments on the power and
performance of windmills and the hydraulic
wheel.

The industrial production of iron and steel created a new
construction field. Civil engineers recognized the advantages of the
material and created new architectural forms and spaces with it.

Railroads and the International Exhibitions greatly affected
the construction science introducing new problems.

Industrial Revolution was the heroic era of civil engineers

EDOARDO BENVENUTO
historical study of the theory of structures

KARL-EUGEN KURRER
The history of the theory of Structures Evolution scheme


Preparatory period (1575 –1825) This period, stretching over
some 250 years, is characterized by the direct application of the
mathematics and mechanics of the dawn of the modern world to
simple load bearing elements in structures. In terms of empirical
knowledge and theory, it is the empirical knowledge that prevails
in the design of buildings and structures; theory is evident
primarily in the form of geometrical design and dimensioning
rules. Not until the transition to the discipline-formation period
of structural analysis, the initial phase (1775 –1825), is the
structural analysis of buildings and structures regarded as an
independent branch of knowledge.

KARL-EUGEN KURRER
The history of the theory of Structures Evolution scheme


Discipline-formation period (1825 –1900) The individual fragments of knowledge
that accumulated during the preparatory period were brought together in the
discipline-formation period of structural theory through the elastic theory that evolved
in the first half of the 19th century in France. Of the three great strides forward in the
discipline-formation period, Louis Henri Navier (1785 –1836) took the greatest – in
the shape of formulating a programme of structural analysis and its partial realisation
through the practical bending theory in his Resume des Lecons (1826). The second stride was
that of Karl Culmann (1821 – 81), with the expansion of his trussed framework theory
(1851) into graphical statics (1864/66) as an attempt to give structural analysis
mathematical legitimacy through projective geometry. The third stride was the
consequential assimilation of elements of elastic theory into the construction of a
linear elastic theory of trusses by James Clerk Maxwell (1831 – 79), Emil Winkler
(1835 – 88), Otto Mohr (1835 –1918), Alberto Castigliano (1847 – 84), Heinrich
Muller-Breslau (1851 –1925) and Viktor Lvovich Kirpichev (1845 –1913). And with
his force method – a general method for calculating statically indeterminate trusses –
Muller-Breslau rounded off the discipline-formation period of structural analysis.

KARL-EUGEN KURRER
The history of the theory of Structures Evolution scheme


Consolidation period (1900 –1950) Structural analysis experienced a
significant expansion of its scientific objective on a secure basis in the
consolidation period. As early as 1915, the growth in reinforced concrete
construction led to the development of a framework theory and 15 years later
to a theory of shell structures. The displacement method quickly became a
partner to the force method, but without disputing the leading position of the
latter. On the other hand, during the 1930s structural analysis lost the
innovative branch of aircraft construction, which in just a few years gave rise
to the independent engineering science discipline of aviation engineering. In
terms of everyday calculations, both the force method and the displacement
method quickly reached their limits during the skyscraper boom of the 1920s.
Relief initially came in the form of iterative methods such as those of Hardy
Cross (1930), with which the internal forces of systems with a high degree of
static indeterminacy could be quickly handled in a very simple way.
Rationalisation of structural calculations thus became a scientific object in
theory of structures.

KARL-EUGEN KURRER
The history of the theory of Structures Evolution scheme






Integration period (1950 to date) Aviation engineering, too, soon reached its limits using
the methods adapted from theory of structures supplemented by theories of lightweight
construction. The calculation of systems with a high degree of static indeterminacy, i. e. the
pressure to rationalise structural calculations, was joined by a further problem in aircraft
construction: aeroplane structures consist of bars, plates and shells of low weight which as a
whole are subjected to dynamic actions and therefore experience large deformations.
The innovation phase is characterised on a theoretical level by the emergence of modern
structural mechanics, and on a practical level by the automation of structural calculations.
Compared to other numerical engineering methods, the finite element method (FEM) gained
more and more ground. Clough gave this method its name in 1960 und Zienkiewicz outlined
it for the first time in a monograph published in 1967 [Zienkiewicz, 1967].
The introduction of desktop computers, computer networks and, lastly, the Internet turned
computer-assisted structural calculations into an everyday reality. The epistemological
interest in theory of structures shifted from the automation of structural calculations and
their theoretical background to contexts: structural engineering is increasingly understood as
a process within a system.

From empiric design to CAD and BIM




Computer has changed completely our way of work and our
analytical capacity. The big volume of calculations that had been a
major problem for engineers does not exist any more. Structural
analysis is just a step in a general software that designs, computes,
dimensions the structure, makes drawings and budget.
On the other hand computer, for the moment, works with the data
that we provide. So we still need competent engineers with good
knowledge of theory of structures and its fundamental assumptions
upon which our analytical methods are based. More than that, we
have to be able to put the appropriate data and to assess and
criticize the output of the calculations. At the end, you will need
engineering judgment to give the final design.

Is engineering tradition coming from our empiric
period useless?




From our brief historic review, it is obvious that analytical
methods are very recent and that engineers and architects have
been designing for centuries with empiric methods based on the
so called rules of art. So maybe the majority of existing structures
have been conceived and constructed with them.
It is wrong to depreciate this traditional approach and to neglect
it as ignorant compared to our today's knowledge. If the goal of
any structural theory is to design safe buildings this traditional
method has proven its astonishing virtues. The survival of
monumental structures is the best proof of their successful (safe)
design. It would be naïve to think that all these extraordinary
monuments were made by chance from ignorant engineers and
craftsmen. We have to learn from them.

Recent progress on our structural ideas has been made
mainly by our involvement with existing structures




Interventions on existing structures, repair and strengthening , have become a
very important professional object of civil engineers. The new generation of our
Codes has a special part Eurocode 8 part 3. Assessment and retrofitting of real
structures have made us think the limits of our analytical methods. We have to
calculate not an ideal structure that could adopt to our mathematical
assumptions but a real structure with more or less badly known respond. New
ideas like level of knowledge, and performance level had to be adopted We
have to choose analytical methods that correspond to our level of knowledge .
I would like to remind that our basic assumption of the new Codes that our
structure under the design earthquake will suffer serious damage has been
vividly criticized by practicing engineers. Indeed, common sense and public
opinion but also court decisions show that this is not what people understand
when they speak about construction safe to earthquakes. I am afraid that
accepting that we design so that our structure will enter to plastic region, civil
engineers have undertaken responsibilities that do not belong to them.
Earthquakes have so many parameters that should remain “acts of God”

Historical Structures and Monuments






Historical structures are a very important group of existing ones. Modern
analysis of these structures, that were designed with the rules of Art and
constructed with “non industrial” materials, will face a series of problems.
Sometimes the bearing system is hidden and not so clear, while mathematical
modeling is problematic.
Basic assumptions like isotropy homogeneity and elastic behavior do not
apply. Mechanical properties of masonry are different from type to type and
from one element to another in the same building. Our knowledge is still
insufficient. Problems become more serious when we go from one structural
element to the whole. Many different phases ,not so clear geometry, badly
known connections , unknown dynamic behavior and dumping mechanisms.
So, in these structures, there is an inherent lack of precision in our knowledge,
one uncertainty on our approach. We feel very often that we perform an
excellent analysis but with wrong numbers.

Monuments








We believe that dealing with historic structures we could have a more simplified
geometrical approach based on the equilibrium equations . Simple relations could
be adopted for normal types of buildings covering most of the cases on every day
praxis.
I remind that such a “geometric” approach of structural safety was used for
hundreds of years and was accepted even in our Codes for reinforced concrete for
simple structures until lately. Such rules are in force in EUROCODES when
dealing with “simple” masonry buildings.
One more balanced solution, when dealing with monuments, would be the use of
both traditional and modern analysis methods and the evaluation of the results
from both quantitative and qualitative aspect.
I think that our involvement with monuments made us more mature about the
limits that our analytical methods have. What is really needed now is to bridge the
gap between excellent analytical methods and poor and not reliable experimental
data on the mechanical behavior of traditional structures.

Our professional environment will be more and more digital, we
cannot yet realize what A.I. will bring to engineering. But BIM is
here.




Traditional building design was largely reliant upon two-dimensional technical
drawings (plans, elevations, sections, etc.). Building information modeling
extends this beyond 3D, augmenting the three primary spatial dimensions
(width, height and depth) with time as the fourth dimension (4D) and cost as
the fifth (5D). BIM therefore covers more than just geometry. It also covers
spatial relationships, light analysis, geographic information, and quantities and
properties of building components (for example, manufacturers' details).
For the professionals involved in a project, BIM enables a virtual information
model to be handed from the design team (architects, landscape
architects, surveyors, civil, structural and building services engineers, etc.) to
the main contractor and subcontractors and then on to the owner/operator;
each professional adds discipline-specific data to the single shared model. This
reduces information losses that traditionally occurred when a new team takes
'ownership' of the project, and provides more extensive information to owners
of complex structures.

Concluding thoughts








Our professional environment will be digital and global. Our design criteria
must be focused to the wellbeing of society and to the safeguard of
environment. Sustainability is a fundamental design parameter.
The global and complex reality will demand a multidisciplinary approach of
engineering problems. A deep knowledge of principles of mechanics, many
years of experience and a whole team with designers and analysts will be
needed to keep engineering excellence on our professional status. Continuing
education has always been a necessity to our profession.
We must keep a sound relation between theory and praxis incorporating in a
team the knowledge and the experience that is indispensable to give to an
engineer a “sense” of structures, the ability to judge the outcome of
computations, to “feel” the danger and to understand if numbers are right or
out of reality.
In any case, in this demanding environment engineering design will be a team
work but team needs also a leader that is the engineering talent.

We are optimistic we can create a better world








We have seen some major steps on our historic evolution. We
come from very far and we have created so many.
We are proud that our profession, and some distinguished
engineers, have given to modern world its shape.
The profession of engineers have a complex history, evolution
and characteristics linked to each country’s specifics.
We constitute a substantial element of the European civilization
and its traditions, which have become part of our heritage.
Innovation must be built in this sound tradition. A deep
knowledge of the history of construction and engineering science
as well as the history of our profession is essential for future
engineers.
Engineering institutions and chambers have a very important
role to play in order to preserve this historic tradition and the
high standards of ethics and perfection.







Civil
engineering
Invent
Innovate
We shape
our world

 Thank

you

